Abstract-One of the most important concepts in multi programming Operat ing Systems is scheduling. It helps in choosing the processes for execution. Round robin method is one of the most important algorithms in scheduling. It is the most popular algorith m due to its fairness and starvation free nature towards the process es, which is achieved by using proper quantum time . The main challenge in this algorithm is selection of quantum time. Th is parameter affects on average Waiting Time and average Turnaround Time in execution queue. As the quantum time is static, it causes less context switching in case of h igh quantum time and high context switching in case of less quantum time. Increasing context switch leads to high average waiting time, h igh average turnaround time wh ich is an overhead and degrades the system performance. With respect to these points, the algorith ms should calculate proper value fo r the quantum t ime. Two main classes of algorith ms that are proposed to calculate the quantum time include static and dynamic methods. In static methods quantum time is fixed during the scheduling. Dynamic algorith ms are one of these methods that change the value of quantum time in each cycle. For example in one method the value of quantum time in each cycle is equal to the median o f burst times of processes in ready queue and for another method this value is equal to arithmet ic mean o f burst times of ready processes.
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In this paper we proposed a new method to obtaining quantum t ime in each cycle based on arith meticharmonic mean (HARM). Harmonic mean is calculated by dividing the number of observations by the reciprocal of each number in the series . With examples we show that in some cases it can p rovides better scheduling criteria and imp roves the average Turnaround Time and average Waiting Time.
I. Introduction
Operating system is the interface between the hardware and the application p rograms. It simplifies the use of the hardware and hides its complexity fro m user. Modern operating systems have become more co mplex, they have evolved fro m a single task to a mult itasking environment in wh ich processes run in a concurrent manner [11, 12] . In mu ltitasking and multiprocessing environment the way the processes are assigned to run on the available CPUs is called scheduling. In mu lti programming systems which several applicat ions are executed simu ltaneously there should be a fairly scheduling mechanism to share the CPU between processes [13] . Scheduling is the method by wh ich threads; processes are given access to processor. In Real-Time mult iprogramming systems there are different methods to schedule processes [14] . There are several scheduling algorithms in operating systems. Each scheduling algorith m has its own advantages and disadvantages. Round Robin is one of the most widely used CPU scheduling algorith ms. The Round Robin scheduling algorith m is designed especially fo r time sharing systems. It is similar to Firs t Co me First Serve (FCFS) scheduling, but preemption is added to switch between processes. A small unit of time, called a quantum t ime or slice t ime, is defined. The main problem in Round Robin algorith m is selection of appropriate quantum time. If the quantum time is very small, it increases the number o f context switches and if the quantum time is very large it leads to increasing of wait ing time. The proposed method in [3] 
II. Previous Works
Round Robin is used in almost every operating system and for this reason many algorith ms are proposed by researchers to enhance this algorithm. The static quantum time which is a limitation of Round Robin was removed by taking dynamic quantum time.
Matarneh [1] suggested that to optimize the quantum time, it can be calculated by med ian of burst times for the set of processes in ready queue. In [2] the optimized quantum time is selected by calculating the mean value burst time of sorted processes. The proposed method in [3] calculates quantum time in each cycle based on average of remaining burst times. Helmy and Dekdouk in [4] have emp loyed a weighting method to combine low scheduling overhead of round robin algorithms and favor short job. Rakesh Mohanty and Behera in [5] have proposed SRBRR method that calculates smart quantum time by the median of the increasingly sorted burst time of all the processes. Fittest Job first Dynamic Round Robin (FJFDRR) p roposed by Rakesh Mohanty and Manas [6] calcu lates quantum time in each cycle by considering three parameters: user priority, burst time and arrival time. A new fit factor is calculated in each cycle wh ich decides the sequence of the execution of the processes. The algorithm that has been suggested by Saroj Hiranwal in [7] based on smart t ime slicing wh ich depends on three aspects they are priority, average CPU burst or mid process CPU burst, and context switch avoidance time.Pallab and probal in [10] suggested that quantum time is the mean of the summat ion of the average and the maximu m burst time. In other works, smart quantum time is used to calculate quantum time.
III. Organization of the Paper
In section 4, researcher's motivation to propose this algorith m has been considered. Illustration and pseudo code of our algorith m (HA RM) is presented in section 5. In section 6, experimental results of our new algorithm by studying data from several tables and comparing them with prev ious algorith ms are shown. Conclusion and directions for future works is given in section 7.
IV. Motivati on
In many fields that Round Robin algorithm can be used, quantum times of processes are close together because of the nature of those fields. For examp le, consider a cell phone with many background processes such as CrashMonitor and DeviceMonitor and clock. Such processes are always active except when the device is turned off o r the user d isable them. Thus the burst times of these processes are close together and approximately is equal to the time between two consecutive boots of device. But in so me applications the burst times of processes are not close together. For example in a network with one server there are many users with comp letely different tasks from ed iting a large file to execute a simp le co mmand in Co mmand Pro mpt of server. Our studies showed that for this type of processes the use of round robin algorith m based on arith metic mean does not provide optimal results . For this reason we decided to design an imp roved algorithm to resolve above problems. Ou r new suggested algorith m provides better average Waiting Time and average Turnaround Time.
V. Proposed Method
In this paper quantum time in each cycle is calculated based on Harmon ic-Arith metic mean (HA RM) which is useful when burst times of processes are heterogeneous and some of them have very difference fro m the others . Harmonic mean is another measure of central tendency and also based on mathemat ic footing like arith metic mean and geometric mean. Shannon Pratt has understated the propriety for the use of the harmonic mean value of an array of ratios as opposed to the arith metic mean value or median as "a very attractive alternative measure of central tendency". According to Shannon Pratt, "Although the harmonic mean is not used frequently, probably because it is unfamiliar to most readers of valuation reports, it is conceptually a very attractive alternative measure of central tendency" [8, 9] . Harmonic mean has some interesting properties. First; it can be calculated for numbers greater than zero and non zero. Second, tends toward very small quantities. Harmonic mean is one of the three pythagoreans averages. For all sets that contain at least one pair of unequal value, the harmonic mean is the lowest value of them, whereas the arith metic mean is always highest of them and the geometric mean is always between them. It makes a most dramatic appearance in the problem of average speed, but also pops up in various geometric circumstances . 
Harmonic mean has many applicat ions in co mputer science such as machine learning and information retrieval [16, 17] .
Here we discuss about harmonic mean and arith metic mean in some conditions. 
This is approximately equal to the amount calculated in Equation 1 . This means that if quantum time of new arrived process is too large then new harmonic mean is approximately equal to previous harmonic mean.
For examp le, we consider four processes P1, P2, P3 and P4 arriv ing at t ime 0 with burst time 20, 40, 50 and 80 respectively. The arith metic mean of theme is 47.5 and harmonic mean of theme is 37.2. Now, suppose that new process P5 with burst time equal 2(Much smaller than the others) arrives, then the new arithmetic mean of five processes is 38.4 and new harmonic mean is 8.2. Now suppose that new process P5 with burst time equal 150 (Much larger than the others) arrives, then the new arith metic mean of five processes is 68 and new harmonic mean is 43.8.
The above example shows that the harmonic mean is strongly influenced by too small amounts and arithmetic mean influenced by too large amounts .
So if the burst time of new processes is very smaller than previous processes, it is better to use harmonic mean instead of arith met ic mean, because new means are closer to new arrived amounts and thus the average wait ing time may be reduced, but if the arith metic mean is used, the new average will be close to previous amounts, and thus may increase the average waiting time. Similarly, if burst time of new processes is very larger than previous processes, it is better to use arithmetic mean instead of harmonic mean.
In this paper we will show that if the burst times of processes is heterogeneous, using the harmonic mean has high impact in reducing both average Waiting Time and average Turnaround Time.
Pseudo Code of HARM Round Robi n Algorithm
In our algorith m, the arrival time of all processes is assumed to be zero. The inputs of algorith m are burst time and number of processes (n). q t is the quantum time.
1. All the present processes are assigned to ready queue. 
VI. Experimental Results
In this section we just co mpare our algorith m with fixed quantum time Round Robin algorithm. To compare the proposed method with this method we study some cases. In the first case, consider five processes in table 1. The burst times of these processes is given. The arrival t ime of these processes is considered zero. Burst times have been considered so that the burst time of fifth process had large difference with the previous processes (Much smaller than the others). In table 2 there are five processes that two of them are much smaller than the others. In table 3, seven heterogeneous processes are considered that three of them in an irregular sequence are much smaller than the others.
By analyzing data from these three tables we want to improve that if burst times of p rocesses are heterogeneous and some of them are much smaller than the others it is better to use harmonic mean instead of arithmetic mean.
In this paper Wait ing Time is defined as sum of the times that each process has to wait before it gets it's time slice and Turnaround time is defined as the time required for a particu lar process to complete, fro m submission time to co mp letion. It should be noted that calculation steps of quantum time (q t ) in Figure 1 
Results of Table 1
In this section we plot the Gantt diagram of processes with t wo scheduling method. Figure 1 shows the Gantt diagram of processes in table 1 based on arithmetic mean and the results of this diagram is shown in table 5. Figure 2 shows the Gantt diagram of p rocesses in table 1 based on harmonic mean and the results of this diagram is shown in table 6. In these tables, "TaT" is abbreviation for "Turnaround Time" and "WT" is abbreviation for "Waiting Time".
Here, we show steps of calculating quantum time for 
Results of Table 2
Results for these five processes using three methods have been compared to each other in table 7. Consider that the burst times of these processes are heterogeneous. In the round robin scheduling method fixed quantum time is assumed equal to 20. Table 3 Results for these seven processes using three methods have been compared to each other in table 8. Consider that the burst times of these processes are heterogeneous. In the round robin scheduling method, fixed quantum time is assumed equal to 30.
Results of

Results of Table 4
In table 4 we have the same processes in table 1 except that the process P5 has burst time equal to 200(Much larger than the others). The quantum time for Round Robin algorith m with fixed quantum time is assumed to 20. Figure 3 shows the Gantt diagram of processes in table 4 based on arithmetic mean and the results of this diagram is shown in table 9. As can be seen for these processes arithmetic mean provides better results than harmonic mean.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new algorith m to compute quantum time in round robin algorith m. This approach is based on harmonic-arithmet ic mean that we called it HARM. According to this algorith m when burst time of processes is heterogeneous and burst time of new processes is very smaller than previous it is better to use harmonic mean to calculating quantum time and if burst time o f new processes is very larger than previous it is better to use arithmetic mean to calculating quantum time. A co mparative study of proposed algorithm and Round Robin algorithm with fixed quantum time, Dynamic quantum t ime based on arith metic mean and dynamic quantum time based on harmonic mean is made. It is concluded from these tables that if burst time of new processes is very smaller than previous entries it is better to use harmonic mean to calculating quantum time and if it is very larger than previous entries it is better to use harmonic mean to calculating quantum t ime. According to the results obtained fro m tab les we conclude that by applying proposed dynamic quantum t ime in this paper, average wait ing time and average turnaround time dramatically decrease because with decreasing of burst times of new arrived processes the quantum t ime in harmonic method gets smaller and this lead to decreasing of average wait ing time of processes. In very situations the burst time of processes is not heterogeneous and in these situations it is better to use dynamic Round Robin scheduling algorith m that proposed in this paper. For the future perspective we would like to apply arrival time with burst time to analyze our algorith m. Another future work is to exert the proposed algorithm fo r real time systems and you can analysis this research for improvement.
